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This thesis investigates the utility of figurative
symbology for tacticai situation displays. The purpose was
to determine if n ore descriptive symbology
—
figurative
symbology or use of more lifelike images to represent
targets— would enhance evaluation of a tactical situation
display, i.e., enable the user to more rapidly assimilate
and evaluate a tactical situation display. Basis for
comparison was the Navy Tactical Display System (NTDS).
Specifically, experiments used in our research included
comparisons of monochromatic NTDS, color NTDS, and color
figurative symbclcgies.
The analysis of the data obtained from the experiments
suggests color symbology is significantly better than
monochromatic symbology and figurative is better than NTDS
symbology. Specifically, color f igurative(green/red } was
determined to be best, followed in order by, color
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The use of military symbols dates back at least to the
days of Napoleon. Warfare has changed considerably since
that era and so have the methods by which the battlefield
environment is graphically portrayed. [Ref.l] The wars of
yesteryear were very localized. Battlefields were often of a
size that permitted a commander to view the entire battle
area from a hilltop vantage point. Under these conditions, a
commander could track ail of his activity with a table-top
situation display. The geographical area portrayed was
small, and the number of symbols required to indicate
activity was minimal. Rapid movement of units was a rare
event, so frequent updating of the display was not a
requirement. Now, with mechanized infantry, armor, missile
and rocket installations, supersonic aircraft, airmobile
units, multipurpose naval vessels, etc., the variety of
symDOls required has greatly proliferated. [Ref.2]
3. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
"Military commanders throughout history have faced the
problem ci' controlling their forces for decisive application
of military power, with the objectives of achieving a
desired physical action at a particular location at a
determined time and cf getting information bacK about the

outcome. " [fief .3] In the first documented tirres of early
warfare, 'battle commanders sought a high hill or other
vantage point from which to view the Dattle's progress. They
invented various means of providing the communications with
which to command forces: mirrors, flags, harps, herns,
drums, and even messengers." [Ref.4] Information feedback: to
the commander was through direct observation and commands
could be issued or reissued in time to direct/redirect
forces. As the geographical scope of warfare and the
mobility of forces increased, the ability to instrument the
battle in such a way that a coherent picture of it could oe
transmitted to a remote commander, and the communications
necessary to transmit a tirrely picture, failed to keep
pace. " [Ref.4] Land force commanders began to move flags
about on charts or sand tables, using bits and pieces of
intelligence information about enemy disposition and
operational reports from friendly forces. Naval commanders
used sirrilar methods, as did Air Defense commanders to try
to watch and control their forces. The commander with the
most accurate and timely information and the best
communications to support information flew should be
successful in his pursuit. [Ref.4]
This process of generating, disseminating, and digesting
information became an important part of the formula for
success. With the growing appetite for information came
radar. "The air defense commander was no longer dependent
10

upon ground observer or corneal patrol reports for vital
inrorrration on enemy aircraft position or velocity." [Ref.4j
Ke could determine the location of friendly aircraft end
:culd now see the air battle coherently and control his
fcrces. Certainly radar was no panacea for force control
because radars were not easily relocated, they were strictly
line-cf-sight, and eventually the enerry developed
capabilities to easily jam the radar. Attempts to first
exploit the radar resulted in manual contrcl centers. One of
the first examples of a manual control center was that of
the Strategic Air Command (SAC;. SAC's mission required the
rrcst advanced command and control system possible. The
global nature of SAC's rrission made it imperative to meet
and sclve problems caused by distance, honor the need for
clarity ana security of instruction, and keep track of
thousands of minute details. Large display boards were used
to track aii force activity. Current positions of all enemy
and friendly units were painstakingly plotted. Large display
panels, mounted on trolleys, consisted of plastic covered
maps and were used by commanders to direct the force. Battle
staff technicians plotted new information on these charts as
it became available. [Ref.bJ Later a switch was rrade to
transparent illuminated plastic display areas where reverse
plotting could be accomplished and would not obstruct the
view of the force directors. This system cf plotting display
beards is still used today. This system served its purpose
11

wellj however, it was slow ana cumbersome . "Since it
representee the apogee or a manual system, automated
assistance was imperative." [Re:'. 5]
In the late 1940's there was a "rlack Box" approach to
command and control requirements. Equipment was developed
ana produced for specific applications ana little or no
consideration was «?iven to environment. Seen clack ccxes
were being designed to interface with blacn: boxes, but the
real breakthrough came with the aavent of the computer. Now
the raaar systems could be fully exploited. "The computer
could improve the coherence cf the radar picture of the air
cattle by performing many of the processes which humans had
been doing imperfectly. Calculation cf heading and speed,
calculation cf intercept solutions, remembering the identity
of many moving targets
—
all cf these processes and many
more." The first example cf computer application coupled
with radar (195?) was the Air Force's Serri-Aut omat ic Ground
Environment (SAGE) system. This system was a netwerx cf
radars witn communications for connecting and cross-
connecting radars to regional control centers and the North
American Air Defense headquarters. [Ref.5]
"At the ceginning cf the 1960's, a committee examining
command and control concluded that the capabilities of our
weapon systems had outstripped our ability to command and
control them. Survivable command centers and rapid,
redundant means cf communications were being required, witn
12

SAC and the Air Defense Command leading the way." [Ref.6]
Additionally, other developments affected force management.
The size of a conflict area had clearly expanded beyond
line-of-sight and over-the-horizon . Weapons had greater
range and capability. Sensor coverage and capabilities
overlapped and required coordination for effective use. The
coherence of forces depended almost entirely on
communications, data processing, and ether electronics
related functions. Almost concurrently with this surge for
mere command and control capability came the technological
revolution. Rapid technological advances rrade a significant
impact on the development ana application of defense related
systems
.
"By the mid 1960s, we had learned several hard lessons.
C3 systems could not be acquired like weapon systems. They
hed to evolve with continuing user participation." [Ref.6]
If we take a moment tc stop and review C3 evolution, we
recognize that an integral part of good effective C3 is the
ccntrol of information. What a great information processor
the computer was to be. However, there still existed a
majcr stumbling block—defining information needs. Modern
computers and communications make it possible to retrieve
and/or process an almost infinite amount of information.
But, too much information in the system causes great
congestion, and too much detail can confuse the decision
Takers ar.a waste tine at a critical pcint. In spite of these

landers, the reduction or elimination of validated
information requirements continues to be exceptionally
difficult. [Eef.6] This process of information distillation
cr information compression Dciis down tc what dees the
commander really need? This simple question gives rise to
many areas that affect the multi-faceted spectrum of
rrilitary operations. It became obvious that we needed a
system for amalgamating all information inputs and providing
commanders with an information display system than was
easily evaluated. Cne aspect of this information display
system - tactical situation displays - is addressed by this
thesis .
C. PURPOSE
Luring our C3 Exercise Laboratory (OS3750) class at the
Naval Postgraduate School, the authors of this paper
participated in a series of experiments which attempted to
measure whether or not information processing tasks could be
enhanced hy presentation of information in color versus
monochromatic. These experiments confronted subjects with
static naval tactical situation displays. Results of these
experiments indicated an improvement in performance when
using color displays. As a result of our participation in
these experiments, several questions developed regarding
symbology for targets. We thought the target symbology used
was difficult to immediately recognize. Specifically, these
experiments were cased on the Navy Tactical Display System
14

which uses symtology consisting of circular, square, and
rhcmbic shapes tc depict targets. Also, we considered that
symbols could be tailored to provide more information. The
authors experience with military symbols indicated that the
daily or constant user of tactical situation displays is
able to adapt to the use of non-figurative or abstract
symtclcgy, e.g., NTDS symbols. Use of these abstract
synbols has teen necessitated to date because of equipment
limitations. However, with the advance of technology,
particularly in the areas of computer driven raster scan
devices, it is new possible tc tailor symbclcgy tc provide
rrcre information in a concise manner. With this
observation, we postulated that assessment of a tactical
situation display may be further enhanced using color
figurative symbology. This thesis focuses on improved






Experiments were conducted to test the null hypothesis
that there is no difference between NTDS symbclcgy and
figurative symbology. We speculated that descriptive
symbology would enhance evaluation of a tactical situation
display, i.e., enable the user to more rapidly assimilate
and evaluate a tactical situation display. Additionally,
the experiments again addressed the issue of whether or not
color enhances a subject's ability to assimilate
information. This issue was expanded to include an
assessment of green/red/white versus blue/orange/white to
indicate friendly /hostile/unknown forces.
A. DEFINITIONS
In the context of this paper, references to NTDS
symbology are those symbols used in the NTDS system,
particularly as used in the Warfare Environment Simulation
(WES) game. Circular shapes represent friendly forces,
rhombic shapes represent hostile forces, and square shapes
represent forces of unknown allegiance (Figure 1).
Monochromatic NTDS displays refer tc displays wherein
the red and blue electron guns on the graphics display
device were aisacled. This resulted in a display with a
^reen background and white symbolOg-y.
:c

Color NTDS symbology refers to the color symbology used
in the WES game. The WES game uses blue to indicate friendly
forces, orange tc indicate hostile forces, and white to
indicate forces cf unknown allegiance. Use of color with
NTDS syrrbology results in redundant coding of the symbols
allegiance .
"Figurative" symbology refers to lifelike shapes
—
actual
shapes that look like ships, planes, and submarines used to
represent targets (Figure 2).
Color figurative (blue/orange) symbology refers to the
symbology developed Dy the authors. The colors (clue,
orange, and white) match those usea in color NTDS and have
the same meaning.
Color figurative (green/red) symbology uses the same
symbols as developed for color figurative (blue/orange) but
uses green to represent friendly forces and red to represent
hostile forces. White again represents unknown forces. Use
cf green/red/white tc represent friendly/host ile/unkncwn
forces was recommended by the authors of GRAPHIC DISPLAYS, A
HUMAN ENGINEERING GUIDE *0R USING CRT COMMAND AND CONTROL
DISPLAYS. [Eef.7]
"Mode" or "Treatment" refers to monochromatic NTDS,
color NTDS, or color figurative display techniques.
B. DESIGN
Two experiments were designed. Their objectives were:
1. To compare response reactions to monochromatic
17

NTDS displays, color NTLS displays, and color figurative
displays.
2. To compare subject's ability to recreate a
tactical display from merrory.
1
. Experiment 1
This experiment was designed to test and compare
reaction times to monochromatic NTDS displays, color NTDS
displays, color figurative ( olue/orange ) displays, and color
figurative (green/red) displays.
In this experiment, four sets of five tactical
situation displays were used (Appendix D). Specifically,
these displays were composed of land masses, sea, geographic
coordinates, and targets oriented around the aircraft
carrier Enterprise(ENTER on displays). Each of the five
displays had a different composition of targets and varied
in complexity from display 1 (y symbols) to display 5 (27
symbols). The five displays in each mode were shown in
random order. The monochromatic NTDS displays were exact
duplicates of the color NTDS displays except that the red
and blue electron guns were disabled. The color figurative
displays were mimicKs of the NTDS displays, i.e., displays
were replicated in all particulars except that figurative
symboiogy was presented instead of NTDS symbology. To
present the displays and query the subjects, a software
routine that had "been developed by LCDR Ellen Roland for the
CS 3750 class experiment was adapted for this experiment.
IS

The mechanics of the experiment had each subject
view four moaes of tactical situation displays:
rronochromatic NTDS, color figura ti ve ( blue/orange ) , color
NTDS, and color f igurat ive( green/rea) . The test was
administered tc four groups; each group contained six
subjects (Appendix A). Order of mode presentation was
determined Dy the subject's group (Appendix B) . Each mode
contained five tactical situation displays as previously
described. Within each mode, order of presentation of
displays was randomized to insure the subject received the
displays in varying order of complexity for each treatment,
lach display was accompanied by six questions (Appendix C).
The questions appeared at a terminal that provided immediate
feedback. This terminal was separate from the device used
to present the tactical situation displays (Figure 3).
Questions required that subjects evaluate the display
regarding symbol type (aircraft, ship, or submarine) symbol
allegiance (friendly, hostile, cr unknown) or both (type and
allegiance). Questions were repeated until the subject
responded correctly. Total time until correct response was
recorded for each question. The measure of effectiveness
used for evaluation cf the displays was total time to
correct response for each question.
2. Experiment 2
The second test involved presentation of either a
monochromatic NTDS display or a color figurative (green/red)
iy

display for 50 seconds. Subjects were then asiced to attempt
to reproduce the tactical display from memory. The display
was an exact replication of display number two used in
experiment 1. The display had eighteen targets with the
Enterprise in the center as a reference.
Prccedurely, each subject was shewn the display and
then provided a rap (figure 4) that had target locations
marked. Individuals were asked to identify target type and
allegiance. Scoring was accomplished "by awarding one point
for correct identification of target type and one point for
correct allegiance. Maximum total points was thirty-six.
The test was administered to two groups, each with
twelve subjects (Appendix A). The subjects were the same as
those that participated in experiment 1. The groups were
randomly structured with no specific criteria of tactical
display experience.
C. SUBJECTS
Twenty-four students of the Naval Postgraduate School
volunteered as subjects for the experiments. All twenty-four
were military officers, 10 from the Air Force, 2 from the
Marine Corps, ? from the Navy, and t from the Army. Three
of these subjects had extensive previous experience with
military display systems? seven had moderate and fourteen
had little or no previous experience. Five had previous
NTDS experience. All subjects were part of the Command,
Control, ana Communications curriculum.
2<l

Subjects were divided into four groups cf six each. This
grouping determined the oraer of presentation of modes.
Subjects were placed into groups according to levels cf
tactical situation display experience. Each group had a
relatively equal Tix cf experience levels to minimize
biasing due to previous experience. The order of mode
presentation (Appendix B) was changed for each group to
minimize confounding due ic learning effects.
D. APPARATUS
Each of the subjects was tested using a CCMRAC video
display (Figure 3) for projecting the tactical display.
Adjacent to the video screen, suDjects were seated in front
of an Ann Arbor terrrinai (video and keyboard). This
equipment is located in the Command, Control and
Communications (C3) Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate
School .
E. PROCEDURES
At the start of each trial, sucjects were briefed on the
purpose and extent of the experiments. Each was acquainted
with both NTDS and figurative symbclogy. Also, the details
of question type, display idiosyncrasies, and potential
stumbling blocks were explained. Questions addressing the
tactical situation displays were presented on the Ann Arbor
terminal. Subjects responded to questions by depressing tne
correct number key followed by a carriage return. If an
21

incorrect response was trade, the question would be repeated
until it was answered correctly. When correct, the next
Question would be displayed. This cycle continued through
each display and subsequent mode.
Environmentally, suojects were tested in a darkened area
with sufficient lighting to easily read and recognize all
iisplays. Levels of illumination to include brightness,
contrast, and color were adjusted on the graphics terminal
in order to standardize each trial as nearly as possible.
F. ASSUMPTIONS
Cue to resolution limitations of the Genisco graphics
device, the size of the figurative symbols did not precisely
natch the size of the NILS symccis. However, the slightly
larger size of the figurative symbols contributed to a more
cluttered display than with the NTIS symbols. These were
assumed to be counter-balancing factors.
Also tecause of equipment resolution limitations, no
attempt was made to develop figurative symbology in a
monochromatic mode. We assumed that cur experimental
results would again show that color displays were superior
to monochromatic thereby permitting comparison of color
figurative versus color .'.CIS.
The measure of effectiveness (moe) for experiment i,
i.e., subject response time, may net be the ideal method for
evaluating tactical situation iisplay presentation
techniaues. However, response times are measurable
C£.

quantities tiiat can be sta lis tically evaluated. Considering
that time to analyze a tactical situation, i.e., locate the
enemy, is an important military consideration, use of
response times as an moe was assumea to be appropriate.






































FIGURE 2. Figurative Syrrbols

ANN ARBGR TERMINAL CCNRAC
figure 3. Equipment





A. DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION
for experiment l, the suojects' totel response tirres for
each question were processed by a computer program and
written into data files. This data was then consolidated
into a more readable format. Appendix I contains response
times broKen down by treatment, question, and subject. In
sore cases, subjects had difficulty understanding the
question. This resulted in an unusually high response time.
Tc minimize this shewing effect, these times were discarded
in the following manner: the group mean for the other five
subjects was calculated and inserted in place of the higher
time. In Appendix E these substitutions are shown in
parentheses next tc the original response time.
Next, the data were furtner aggregated into the three
categories of questions (type, allegiance, or both) by
adding the response tines for questions of the same category
I Figure 5) and then dividing by the number of questions that
were added. This resulted in a mean response time per
question and category. These data are shown in Appendix ?,
Table V in conjunction with means and variances computed by





EISP LAY QUESTION CATEGORIES
1 u
ft TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTH
! l 1 2,6 "* A. c
2 1,4 •J « R 6
3 i~ 2,3,4,6 1
4 c 1,3,6 2,4
e. 1,6 2,4,5
Figure t. Question Categories
for experiment 2, each subject's map was scored by
awarding one point for correct icten tif icati on of symbol type
ar.d one point for correct allegiance. Maximum score was
eighteen in each category for a total of thirty-six points.
Appendix G shows the scores.
B. CALCULATIONS CE MEANS AND VARIANCES
Appendix F contains the means and variances of the
subjects' response times. Table V shows means and variances
by group, question, display ana treatment. Table VI
contains the means and variances by question, display and
treatment. Table VII shows the overall means and variances
by question and treatment. Finally, Table VIII contains the
£rsnd means ana variances by treatment. Means and variances
2y

were calculated ty using the fcrtran computer program listed
in Appendix H.
C. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT 1
The analysis of data was done in two parts. First,
simple mean ano variance statistics were calculated and
examined. Then, analysis of variance (ANCVA) [Ref. £] was
used to test for significance of the individual factors and
tc estimate the effects cf the different levels of the
factors.
1. Comparison Of ^ean Response Times
Comparison of mean response times cannot be
considered statistically conclusive because of the large
variances involved. However, comparison cf means can give
one insight into how subjects' performances were affected by
display treatments. For example, consider Table V,
Monochromatic NTES Display # 1. Subjects 1-6 (group A) were
shown this display treatment first, while subjects 7-12
(group E) saw it last, subjects 13-18 (group C) saw it
third, and it was the second display treatment for subjects
19-24 (group D). The improvement of group mean times for
questions referring to symbol type, group A-15.33 seconds,
group D-12.67 seconds, group C-12.2£) seconds, and group B-
11.50 seconds, would seem to indicate the presence of
learning effects. Likewise, consider Table V, Color NTDS
Display # 1. Crder cf presentation was group C (first),
3Z

group E (second), group A (third), and group D (fourth).
Mean tires for allegiance were C-6.83 seconds, B-6.67
seconds, A-5.75 seconds, and L-4.^0 seconds. Again, the
presence of learning effects is indicated. Examination 01
the means ty groups and display for the sarre treatment
indicate learning effects for the majority of the displays
and questions .
If improvement in response time is due solely to
learning effects, than one would expect to see an
improvement in the same group's mean times dependent only on
order of treatment. Consider group A's performance on
display number two. Group A first saw display two in
monochromatic NTDS, followed by color figurative
(blue/orange), color NTDS, and finally color figurative
(green/red). Group mean times for type were 20.33 seconds,
10.17 seconds, 13.25 seconds, and 10.17 seconds. Likewise,
consider group C on display number four. Order of
treatments was color NTDS
,
color figurative (green/red),
monochromatic NTDS, and color figurative ( blue/orange) .
Mean times for type were 17.17 seconds, 11.67 seconds, 12.67
seconds, and 10.50 seconds. In the majority of displays no
clear trend of improvement is evidenced. This suggests that
improvement in response times is not based simply on
learning effects .
Since for each display and treatment, each group saw





display and treatment should tend to smooth
learning effects of the groups. Table VI contains the
overall means by question, display and treatment. For
display one, r onochromat ic NTDS had the slowest mean
response times in all three question categories. Also for
display one, color figurative (green/red) had the best times
for questions referring to symbol type and both, and color
NTDS had the third best iTean times for type and both. fean
response times fcr questions referring tc allegiance were
essentially the same for the three color treatments for all
displays. Further examination snows that monochromatic NTDS
had the slowest mean response time in every case except one.
Cclcr figurative (green/red) had the best time for questions
referring to symbol type in every case except for one.
Next, the overall means by question and treatment,
shown in Table VII, were considered. Now a clearer picture
begins tc emerge. Color figurative (green/red) is best in
every category of question. For questions referring to
symbol type, it is 1 .4y seconds better than color figurative
(blue/orange), 4.2* seconds better than color NTDS, and 6.33
seconds better than monochromatic NTDS. For questions
referring to allegiance, it is 0.18 seconds better than
color figurative (blue/orange), 2.51 seconds better than
color NTDS, and 6.97 seconds better than monochromatic NTDS.
Fcr questions referring tc both, color figurative
(green/ red) is 2.63 seconds better than color figurative

(clue/orange), 0.Sb> seconds oetter than color NTDS , ana Z.c7
seconds cetter than monochromatic NTDS. for all categories,
color figurative (green/red) is best, followed in order by
cclcr figurative ( blue/crange) , cclcr NTDS, and
rronochroma ti c MLS.
finally, the grand mean for all groups, questions
and displays by treatment were calculated. As shown in
Table VIII the order of best response times was the same as
shown in the preceding paragraph. While these mean response
tiir.es have oeen used to gain insight into the subjects'
performances, they cannot be considered statistically
conclusive because of the variances involved. Also, effects
such as learning, display difficulty, and previous
experience are not considered. Therefore, a statistically
rigorous procedure, analysis of variance, was performed to
allow these other potentially important effects to be
ccns idered .
2. Analysis of Variance
a. Hypothesis
We hypothesized that figurative symbology would
itrprove operator target recognition times. The experiment
null hypothesis was:
Ho: m = Mk: = f"2 = M4
where M is the mean question response time and 1-4: represent
[Tcc.es monochromatic NTDS, color figurative (blue/orange),
ccirr NTDS, end cclcr figurative (green/red), respectively.

The alternate hypothesis is irrplied— the rean response times
for the respective modes are different.
In addition 10 testing our basic hypothesis, we
felt it was irportant to test for significance of
rrode/display type interactions and mode/question type
interactions .
b . Model
.Analysis or variance considered the rodel :
Yls,d,q)=M+bXl + bX2+As+Bd + Cq + Isd+Isq + Idci +Rsdq
where Y(s,d,q) would represent the response to the qtn
question, dth display, and sth mode. M is the mean response
time; bXl and bX2 represent the two covariables learning and
experience; As is tne main effect due to mode; Ed is the
main effect due to display difficulty; Cq is the main effect
due to question format; Isd, Isq, and Idq represent
interactions from the main effects; and Rsdq is the residual
term. The ccvariaoles and the factors, display and
question, were included in the model because of our belief
that each would affect the response time. Their inclusion
in the model allows for a reduction of the error variance
maKing tests of the hypothesis of interest rrcre valid.
In performing the analysis of variance we
ccmpiled the data from the twenty four subjects and leaded
the data into a file on the Naval Postgraduate School ISM
3£33 computer. The data were loaded into a matrix (144£x5)
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with information including specific response times to
questions, mode type (4 levels), display difficulty (5
levels), question format (3 levels;, learning covariade,
and the experience covariaoie. The API program, ANOVA, was
used to calculate the sums of squares, mean squares, degrees
of freedom, and the E statistics. The API program allowed
us to first construct the full model as illustrated
previously and then reduce this model. With each successive
reduction, we were able to eliminate a portion of the full
model, test en hypothesis, and determine how much effect
each individual factor contributed to the overall model,
i.e., how much variability could be attributed to individual
pieces
.
This model was analyzed to describe all possible
elements of variability. The following ANCVA table (Figure
6) dissects the model, illustrating the contributions of
individual factors.
The significance levels of the factors in this
model maice it possible to reject tne null hypothesis:
Ho: ("1 = M2 = M2 = M4
Having established that the main effects of the
model are significant, we can continue to examine the model
to explain which mode presentation was best, which display




SOURCE D? SS rs f
MODE: As x 6421.65 2140.55 106.92
DISPLAY: Bl 4 6112 .88 1526.22 i C . o<^
QUESTIONS: Co 2 5252 .92 2626.46 131.19
INTERACTIONS
Isd 12 1041 .07 66.76 4.33
Isq 5 1220.22 203.37 10.16
Idq 8 3116.75 30b .60 19.46
CCVARIABLSS
tXl 1 266.93 268.93 13.43
tX2 1 3274.20 3274.20 163.53
RESIDUAL
RSdq 1402 28070.20 20.02
TOTAL 1439 54783.28
Figure 6. ANOVA Results

Farareter estimates (Figure 7) were supplied as
a by-product of the APL program used. Coefficients for each
mode, each display, and each question are noted. The
coefficients in each of these groups have been normalized.
Specifically, the last element in each of the groups is
zero. All ether elements of the respective groups are then
compared to this zero value. To evaluate these parameters,
each was compared to tne normalized value.
Analysis of these parameters indicated that
color symbology aid significantly cetter than monochromatic.
Specifically, the green/red figurative symbology performed
test. Cn the average, questions involving monochromatic
displays tocJc 5.5 seconds longer to answer than did those
using figurative green/red symbols. (As indicated earlier,
questions used for each mode presentation were the same.)
Additionally, questions of color NTDS displays took almost 2
seconds longer and questions of figurative blue/orange too&
.78 of a second longer. As a summary comment, the
figurative symbclogy yielded significantly better results
than did monochromatic NTDS , but was only a moderately
better performer when color was added. However, it did
cut-perform the NTDS symbology.
In rev-iewing the difficulty of displays, the
review of tne parameter estimates indicates that the easiest
display to respond to was display one (nine targets). The
most difficult display was display three (twenty-one
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targets). This result seemed somewhat inconsistent because
lisplay three ail not have the most targets. However, this
display din have highly clustered symbols, with sc-^e
overlapping, which made individual target discrimination
more difficult. The other displays ranked in order of
difficulty according to number cf targets.
As en added observation, the parameters for each
of the cc-variables (Figure 7) is consistent with expected
results. Coefficients are negative, which indicates that an
individual with more tactical display experience wili answer
questions more quicfcly. Also, as individuals were
progressively exposed to each of the modes, learning
occurred and responses were quicker.
PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Monochromatic 5.5149




Color Figurative (G/R) 0.0
Display 1 -3.1611






Figure 7. Parameter estimates
3fc

c. Summary Of Analysis Of Variance
Two specific observations can oe made aoout
Experiment 1. First, addition of color to syrrfcols
significantly improved response times to questions eoout tne
situation display. Second, figurative symbology performed
better than NTDS symbology. Although the proportionate
increase is not as great, both sets of color figurative
symcclcgy performed, better than NILS. The best performer was
the color figurative (green/red) mode.
D. ANALYSIS Oi EXPERIMENT 2
1
.
Comparison of Mean Response Times
The response scores are shewn in Appendix G. Means
and variances (for n-1 degrees of freedom) were computed.
Mean response scores for questions referring to type were:
monochromatic - 13. 92 and color figurative (green/red) -
14.17. Mean scores for allegiance questions were:
monochromatic - 13.42 and figurative - 13.08. Mean total
scores were: monochromatic - 27.33 and figurative - 27. 25.
Examination of the rrean scores indicates no difference in
performance between the two treatments. To confirm this
observation, an analysis of variance was performed.
2. Analysis Of Variance
H I If I II M.! I I ..111 II
a. Hypothesis
In this experiment we again hypothesized that
figurative symbology would do better than NTDS symbology.
3^

The experiment hypothesis was:
Ho: Ml = M2
where M is the mean response score for subject's ability to
reproduce targets from a timei display and 1-2 represent
modes monochromatic and color figurative (green/red).
b. Analysis Of Variance
In doing the analysis on this experiment, we
considered the model:
Y(d,q) = M + bXl + Ad + Eq + Idq + Rdq
where Y(d,q) v»culd represent the score of subject; oXl is a
covariable representing experience; Ad is a main effect due
to mode, monochromatic or color figurative green/red? Bq is
a main effect due to question type, either a type target
question or an allegiance question; and Rsd is the residual
term.
Analysis was accomplished with an API urogram.
The aata were loaded into a matrix (48 x 4) with information
including specific scores of individuals, mode, question
category (type or allegiance), and an experience covariable.
With the APL program, we were able to structure an ANOVA
model and then, through successive reductions of the model,
we were able to determine contributions of individual


















Figure 8. ANOVA Results
Figure 3 contains the ANCVA table which
indicates that ncne of the effects within this Tcdel were
significant. The null hypothesis cannot ce rejected.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
This researcn effort was directed at determining the
utility of figurative symbology for use in tactical
situation displays. Results of experiment one confirmed
the advantage of using cclcr versus monochromatic displays.
Additionally , the advantage of using figurative versus NTDS
symbols was demonstrated by experiment one. Whereas
experiment one aadressed tasKs involving speed of target
recognition, we conclude that use of color figurative
symbologies in military tactical situation displays merits
further investigation.
Experiment two addressed utility of color versus
monochromatic displays in tasiss involving memory of target
location. Results of experiment two do not support use of
color figurative displays in situations that require
memorization of displays. This result is attributed to the
redundant coding of the NTDS symbolcgy. Subjects had to
memorize only symbol shape in order to remember both symbol
type and allegiance when viewing the monochromatic NTDS
display. The color figurative symbology required
memorization of both symbol shape and color in order to
remember type and allegiance. One may postulate that the
color figurative subjects %ere actually processing more
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information, i.e., processing irore mental bits than those
that viewed the monochromatic displays. It' true, one coula
then conclude that the color figurative test subjects had to
outperform the monochromatic test subjects in order to
achieve the same mean scores. iurther investigation of this
possibility is left for future study.
E. DISCUSSION 01 FUTURE SYSTEMS
Nowhere is the neea for accurate, up to the minute and
easily comprehensible information more necessary then in a
conflict situation. Tne ability to sort out and interpret
information quickly is of the utmost importance. Because of
the military's large data bases, the amount of information
available to commanders is immense. The use of computer
graphics to display data allocs the commander to get maximum
information. The high information content in a graphic
display will enable the operator to assimilate mere data
with far less fatigue. Also, the ability to update the data
instantaneously on the screen gives the commander the most
current information available to aid in his aecision-maicing
process. [Ref. 9]
As noted previously, symbology used in tactical
situation displays has been limited by technology. However,
the technology now exists to develop computer graphic
display symbology that can be tailored to meet specific user
needs. Why net fully exploit this capability? Although net
illustrated specifically in this thesis, potential does
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exist now for developing even more descriptive symbclcgy
than was developed by the authors. Just visit your local
^ame arcade and take a close lock at the electronic games.
The level of syrrbol detail available in these devices is
ahead, of most current military display systems. To continue
to provide commanders with efficient display systems, the
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ORDER Of TREATMENTS BY GROUP
GROUP A
First run - Monochromatic NTDS




Third run - Color NTDS
Fourth run - Color Figurative (green/red
)
GROUP B
First run - Color Figurat ive (blue/o range)
Seccnd run - Color NTDS
Third run - Color Figura t ive (green/red
Fourth run - Monochromatic NTDS
GROUP C
First run - Color NTDS
Seccnd run - Color Figurative (green/red )
Third run - Monochromatic NTDS
Fourth run - Color Figurative (hlue/orange)
GROUP D
First run - Color Figure tive (green/red
Second run - Monochromatic NTDS
Third run - Color Figurative ( blue/orange)















































air units are displayed?
friendly units are displayed?
enemy sucmarines are displayed?
are west cf the Enterprise?
air units are displayed?
has the largest concentration of
units
enemy
How many air units are displayed?
How many friendly units ere displayed?
How many enemy units are in the quadrant with
the greatest concentration of enemy units?
How many submarines are displayed?
How many units are northeast of the Enterprise
excluding friendly units?
How many unknown air units are displayed?
How many enemy surface units are displayed?
How many friendly units are displayed?
How many friendly units are in the quaarant
containing the largest number cf friendly units?
How many unknown units are displayed?
How many air units are displayed?
How many units are northeast cf the Enterprise
excluding friendly units?
How many enemy units are displayed?
How many friendly air units are displayed?
How many enemy units are in the quadrant with the
greatest concentration of enemy units?
How many unknown surface units are displayed?
How many subsurface units are displayed?
Hew many friendly units are displayed?
How many surface units are displayed?
How many friendly air units are north
Enterprise?
How many unknown units are displayed?
of the
How many friendly surface units are displayed?
How many enemy surface units are in the NW quadrant?




































EXPERIMENT 1 RESPONSE TIMES
TA.BLE I-a
MONOCHROMATIC NTDS RESPONSE TI(*ES
+
DISPLAY
question 1 2 (J 4 5 ! 5
subject
1 8 7 7 7 5 10
2 30 16 8 17 8 11
3 21 9 13 6 8 20
4 16 7 7 7 12 11
5 15 11 7 11 9 20
6 8 11 22 7 10 y
7 7 12 6 8 5 7
6 17 11 6 4 4 6
9 16 8 7 5 4 5
10 8 6 6 5 6 6
11 7 6 c* c. 5 6
12 12 17 11 10 7 10
13 16 7 7 9 a 10
14 10 13 6 5 16 4
15 8 6 c c; 6 6
16 12 6 12 6 14 6
17 9 6 4 7 4 6
16 17 7 e 4 5 4
19 6 K & 7 5 c
20 25 7 9 6 7 6
21 5 c; •j 4 7 6
22 6 16 11 6 15 8
23 i 1? 16 20 9 11 22
24 17 19
1




MONOCHROMATIC N'iDS RESPONSE TIMES
DISPLAY c
question 1 1 j 2 4 5 !
subject
i
1 1 12 12 13 8 10 6
i
2 \ 28 ! 12 ! 21 ! 34 y y
3 ! 27 j 25 16 8 13 c










13 ! 17 24 63(18) 13 13
7 , 13 11 15 7 4
8 y 10 18 7 8 6
! y I 17 23 14 12 7 y
i 10 I 14 y 7 15 y 6
! 11 17 14 8 8 6 5
12 15 17 13 11 7 11
13
!
13 13 17 23 10 5
1 14 15 14 10 10 7 7
! 15 11 14 11 10 6 5
! 16 10 I'd 7 y 10
e>
; 17 11 10 8 y
c; c
! 18 32 26 18 n 10 5
iy y 15 ! 24 ! y i 8
c;
I
20 21 13 15 ! n ! 8 7
i




32 | 22 ! 16 l 10 ! 9 1 c1 °
!
23 1 131(21) i 32 22 I 23 j 12 ! 12






















2 ! 24 98(21) 22 19 ! 39 54
3 20 27 j 123(29) 12 9 1 p,X u
4 ! 15 17 33 ! 10 ! 19 22
K
! 22 19 i c4 22 24 45
6 16 19 16 11 17 17
7 17 12 34 4 25 15
6 14 10 ^t,t^o 6 10 9
9 11 32 ie 12 22 11
10 16 17 34 y 17 17
11 13 12 y 10 15 14
12 11 11 21 10 50 22
13 17 14 20 7 24 14
14 13 16 38 S 19 10
15 11 12 13 10 17 e
ie 11 21 41 9 11 14
17 y 13 15 7 37 12
16 2y 14 13 6 19 22
iy 15 16 24 11 17 10
20 ! 17 i 24 18 10 ! 50 ! 11
21 10 ! 16 i 11 6 i 11 ! 39
£2 ! 21 ! 57122) 21 6 10 i «-
«->
23 ! 16 I S0(22) i 67 11 ! 40 29
24 i 15 32 ! 27 ! 65(9) i 27 45

TA.BL2 I-d
tfCNGCEHCMATIC NTDS RESPONSE TirES
DISPLAY 4




11 22 ! 7 11 21








4 19 19 28 11 22 60
5 2? 21 20 10 32 49
6 72(24) 10 £2 12 18 27
? 14 6 11 6 9 66(15;
& 10 10 14 6 g 10
9 25 16 17 10 14 78(15)
10 13 11 20 11 12
11 It 11 15 8 10 15
12 14 12 17 10 13 22
13 22 11 26 7 13 34
14 14 12 11 7 10 64(19)
15 36 ie 16 f* 12 22
16 20 10 15 6 ! 15 14
1? 12 17 22 6 10 12
Id 14 9 15 7 1 ^ 12
19 11 ! 10 i 8 6 9 32
20 ! 20 i 13 ; 14 ! 12 ! 2 17
21
!
6 14 4 i 9 10
22 14 1 11 i 67(16) i 9 ! 11 29
22 | 52 ; 33 ! 22 ! 9 ! 62(15) 21





^CNCCEHCMaTIC MLS RESPONSE TIMS
LISPLAY £
question j i c T 1 4 ! e 6
subject
I
1 13 10 9 14 12 1 1
! 2 ! 13 ! 12 10 34 12
3 ! 12 22 11 9 7 ! 24
4 18 49(16) 13 10 12 99 ( 18 )
b iy 21 14 10
!
16 28
e 64(17) 15 23 9 25 14
7 29 9 R 9 8 g
i 8 6 8 9 5 7 6
y 17 13 11 2e 7 12
i
10 9 9 11 7 7 10
n 10 6 7 9 6 11
12 14 13 10 10 11 13
13 17 16 i~ 12 10 13
I 14 13 2S 6 ! 7 9 17
! 15 ! 14 1 10 7 ! 16 7 ! 10
16 10 18 11 13 29 26
i 17 12 11 9 ! 6 ! 6 9
18 15 i 10 I 6 i 13 9 19
19 44 i 22 9 6 ! 9 I 10







4 R ! 3 j 10
22 i 13 i 11 ! 6 12 9 ! 20
23 ! 34 iy 22 13 19 19








COLOR FIGURATIVE (BIUi/ORANGI) RESPONSE TIKES
DISPLAY 1
question 1 | 2 *7 1 4 ! c c
subject j













4 ! 6 ! 7
I
m 7 6 7
R 6 c 8 14 i 4 K
6 8 6 e 7 8 4
7 13 7 e a 3 6
8 15 7 10 10 5 7
9 33 10 7 10 7 8
10 12 8 20 15 6 10
11 b 4 10 y 5 5
12 10 7 8 9 10 10
12 7 r 6 7 4 6
14 5 5 c; 6 2
15 7 5 s, 3 3
"7
16 4 4 4 c Cn 3
1? 7 6 4 5
18 6 ^ t- y 4 z





4 4 c 3 'Z
21 4 4 ! 4 10 ! 4 1,
22
i ° ! ? 4 9 4 4
21
!
li ! 7 c 6 ! 5 4












i 2 ! 4 i 5 6
i






! 2 6 7 7 4 10 4
! 3 10 ! 16 J c 5 ! 5 9
I
4 n 12 & 9 11 6
! 5 23 11 c 20 11 5
! 6 y y c 6 9 5
7 14 1 36 12 8 21 13
1 8 11 16 y a 11 5
i y 11 12 I y 8 6
1 10 10 & £ 6 8 5
n 9 11 6 y 7 4
12 12 13 12 y 16 6
! 13 8 ie y 6 a 4
! 14 7 e 4 7 5 4
i 15 e 7 4 i 6
1 K 4
! 16 ! 7 ! 7 c ! 5 6
!
l? 7 7 6 6 7 4
! 16 i 7 y 4 6 y
1 c
!
iy c I y I c ! 10 5 4
i








6 i 7 i 7 ! 8 ! 6 ! 6
23 ! le i 10 i fc ! y n 6









CCLCR FIGURATIVI (SLUZ/GRANGI ) RZSFCNSZ TirZS
DISPLAY 2 ]
question ! 1 j 2 z 1 4 ! c 1 6
subject
1 11 11 23 7 8 12
2 17 j 10 28 ] 8 i n ir 10
\^
1
13 ! 11 i 21 9 19 11







16 7 13 18
6 23 12 6 c 23 128(14)
7 14 19 14 5 11 11





17 28 7 10 15
10 16 12 25 9 12 115(15)
n 37 9 13 30 33 20
12 16 17 43 18 11 97 (lb)
! 13 10 15 7 10 11
! 14 c 6 8 7 11 7
! 15 10 6 8 15 11 8
! 16 6 y 11 7 15 11
!
l? 8 6 6 9 6
! 18 16 10 9 7 6 11
! 19 6 i 7 1 7 10 15
20 y 8 10 8 8 67(15)





13 8 ! 8 4 ! 8 ! 11











COLOR FIGURATIVE (BLUE/ORANGE) RESFONSE TlfES
DISPLAY 4






7 6 8 12 14
2 10 6 11 4 9 9
3 5 9 7 6 8 9
4 y 19 11 27 12
9 7 9 7 12 12
6 10 £ 11 7 18 13
7 6 6 7 6 ie 11
e 11 14 7 7 18 19
9 5 6 11 e 12 32
10 18 10 15 24 37 17
11 7 8 9 6 13 11
12 17 13 19 8 31 27
12 12 6 If c 24 11
14 6 7 c, a 6 9
It u 7 8 6 7 12
16 C 7 6 6 9 14
17 12 6 g 7 8
16 7 6 7 7 8 20
iy g 6 u K 8 11
20 e I 6 1 8 ! 4 ! 14 ! 9
21
!
& 1 6 K ! 7 i 8
6 12 ! 7 4 y y
23
!
9 ! 9 i 9 6 ! 10 ! ll




COLOR FIGURATIVE (ELUE/ ORANGE) RESPONSE TINES
LISPLAY 5





16 ! 17 c 9 11 10
2 19 ! 6 4 6 c 10
3
!
3y j 6 I (• 15 8 ! 10
4 j 21 I 10 5 8 y 8
5 33 ! 7 4 12 y 17
e j 14 ! i* 4 14 e 8
7 24 ! 6 e 9 8 37
6 30 ! 9 e 7 13 12
9 36 ! e e 8 8 9
10 24
i
12 5 11 21 11
11 20 ! 10 e 19 7 10
12 60 i 13 9 12 24 30
13 ; 36 ! e 4 3 9 16
14 ii ! 6 3 11
g* 8
15 15 i 4 u 7 6 8
16 10 i 6 i e ! 6 5 6
17 11 1 e. 4 7 4 6
16 12 ! 6 1 ** 8 7 7
iy 1 11 i 10 4 7 7 iy
20 ! 23 i 5 ! 4 ! le c ! 15
21 y ! t> 4 8 g 6
22 ! 21 i 7 I 4 I 14 ! 7 ! 6
23 ! 17 i 7 K ! 7 ! 21 ! 12









CCLOR NTES BESPONSE TIMES
DISPLAY 1 ;
question ! 1 | 2 TE 114 4 ! 5 6
subject !






! 6 5 6
5 n p, 7 ! 4 c
4 15 ! 7 c 9 6 7
12 5 7 6 y 4.
6 13 C t 6 c ^- I
7 18 11 7 7 4 5 1
e 5 4 5 5 4 10 !
y 16 7 8 6 6 5
10 9 6 8 10 ^
n 8 5 7 5 5 !
12 12 y 8 24 15 7 !
12 6 7 7 16 11 y !
14 11 y 7 y 14 4 i
15 12 5 5 7 ! 4 ! 4 i
16 12 6 8 y 5 u
17 7 6 4 c 4 ! 15 !
18
!
y ! 6 ! y 11 ! 5 «
iy 5 4 K ! 3 i 4 3
20 14 ! 3 l~ ! 5 ! 3
1 'X 1w 1
21 ! 6 ! 6
"7
1 ^ ! 6 ! 4 4
22 ! 7 i 5 e ! 19 4 i 4 !
22 ! 17 ! e ! 12 7 12 1 6 !





COLOR NTDS RESPONSE TIMES
DISPLAY 2
question 1 1 ! 2 i n. 1*-' 1 4 j 5 ! 6
subject j





7 6 t R 6
3 ; 17 y 5 11 y 11
4
!
12 10 7 16
!
y 1 7
t 21 ! 10 7 ! 12 7 5
6 22 7 y 8 ^ 7
7 63 ( 15) 11 10 12 6 4
6 17 6 6 e 8 5
9 17 15 15 12 y 6
10 13 12 y y y y
11 16 14 10 15 16 £.
12 12 11 n 19 11 u
12 15 15 14 26 20 7
14 12 11 12 22 19 6
15 19 20 7 10 11 6
16 32(20) 10 y y y c
17 31 y 5 ! li 7 8
16 22 e £ 10 £ 12
iy £ 7 ! e 6 ! 7 4
20
i 9 c e, 7 ! 6
i p.
21 ! 12 ! 8 i 6 ! 7 I 7 10
22 ! 20 i 10 t> 6 7 y
22
1
11 ! s 1 7 ! ii i y
c




COLOR NTDb HESPONiJE TIMES
LISPLAY 3
question
i 1 | 2 ! ^ i 4 i 5 i 6
subject i i
l ! 21 I 10 1 12 e ! £6(19)
!
23
2 ! 11 ! 7 I 14 ! 6 ! 23 I o3
























9 14 6 21 14
6 6 7
!
9 6 15 10
9 9 14 14 6 16 12
10 10 7 13 5 21 20
11 13 9 11 14 32
12 9 26(9) 16 11 12 18
13 11 16 17 7 38 19
14 10 10 14 6 26 13
15 10 14 It 9 11 11
16 16 i 23 12 8 ! 14 i 31
17 6 2b 12 6 9 9
16 12 23 15 12 ! 70(20) 44
19 ! 10 ! 20 ! 10 1 T1 ° ! 8 11
20 ! 6 i 6 | 23 ! 5 ! 21 ! 7
21 7 6 ! 7 4 ! 23 ! 16
22
!
e I 6 ! 17
1 c
! 10 ' 9
23 ! 17 1 31 1 le I 7 I 20 27
24 ! 10 9 ! 9
i p,




COLOR NTLS RESPONSE TIPIS
DISPLAY 4
quest icn
| i ! 2
ri i 4 ! e> 1•J I 6
subject 1
1 1 e 8
I
8 6 15 10
2





T 1 a 8 j 7 4 17 9
4 7 21 11 7 14 7
5
I
10 y 11 6 13 ! 8
e 8 10 12 s 22 9
? 9 9 9 c 15 10
6 6 7 8 5 8 7
y 12 14 8 6 11 27
121 6 6 11 6 14 9
11 9 15 14 7 16 13
12 19 11 31 y 21 10
13 9 11 17 5 23 ! 14
14 7 11 11 c 11 10
15 7 16 16 6 11 8
15 7 lb 35 10 14 13
1? 8 7 12 c 18 9
18 10 8 i 11 7 26 12
19 ! 7 i 2 12 4 i 12 ! 8
20
!
5 I £ i 14 ! 9 12 6
21
i
7 ! 8 i 9 ! 4 9 ! 8
22 i 24 I 12 i 10 ! 7 ! 10 ! 10
23 ! 10 i 9 ! 13 ! 5 14 12
24 ! 7 i 9 1 19
i
I
6 ! 15 ! 9

TAELZ Ill-e




i 1 ! 2 I




IS £ e 8 Q 1c 10
2 1 13 ! 13 4 9 13 11
3 14 5 6 a 9 15
4
!
is s 5 g 8 30
K 21 6 4 10 14 17
6 30 14 c; 7 7
7 22 7 6 u 10 23
6 IS 7 6 6 10 8
9 16 S c 7 7 14
10 59(17) IS 6 15 14 13
11 15 4 14 11 11
12 15 14 s S 15 14
13 36 2S 7 115(e) 77(14) 32
14 13 i IK 5 i 12 11 17
It 32 12 t-> 7 11 13
16 15 16 i 10 i 11 24 19
1? 11 7 e 4 ! 12 i 19
16 11 12 i 6 6 10 24
iy S 11 g 6 6 8
20 1 10 ' 7 1 -z1 w 4 i 7 ! is
21
i
8 ! 12 i *-* ! 5 i 7 i 9
22 ! 10 1 13 1 c ! is g ! 17
23
!
14 i 11 ! 8 i 6 ! 12 ! 12




COLOR HGURATI7E (GREEN/REI) RESPONSE TIMS
DISPLAY 1
question | 1 i 2 i T 1 4 i 5 ! 5
subject
I ;
1 £ 6 7 7 ! 5 6
2 , 5 11 4 4 5 r
3 p. 7
!
4 ! 4 ! 3 ! 4
4 6 i 7 c 6 4 r
5 6 5 £ 6 6
e 4 R R 4
? 9 16 t~ 7 4 c
s R r 4 r 4 4
9 10 5 12 5 4 4
10 7 4 e 7 3 t^
11 10 6 4 4 4 6
12 y 6 9 6 5 6
13 9 7 7 4 6
14 7 5 R e 5 4
15 6 & 7 4 4 2
16 6 6 R 6 4 R
17 4 3 4 4 R
18
i
6 e r 6 4 7
19 ! 10 ! 4 ! e 23(5) ! 4 K





14 5 ! 25 6 8 11
22 1 7 ! 5 t 4 r ! 6
23 ! 30(9) I 37(5) ! 10 i 9 ri ° 15








COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/RET) RESPONSE TlhES
DISPLAY c








y 6 8 c






4 p 7 4
4 y 10 fc 7 y 6
5 16
1
12 7 12 10 s>
6 10 10 7 6 14 c
7 8 21 6 8 7 5
6 5 7 r 5 6 R
y 6 y 6 6 42(7) 8
10 12 7 c e. 7 4
n 11 8 R 7 ! ? 4
12 y 12 8 16 10 7
12 n 11 14 8 12 5
14 y 8 t- 6 y i 7
15
I
12 18 ! 4 ! 8 ! 6 5
16 12 6 y 5 1 y 4
17
1





18 14 ! 17 ! 5
19 n i 16 ! 10 ! 8 y 6
20
!
24 ! 7 1 u ! 5 ! 9 7








12 6 ! 8 ! 7 ! 5
23 ! 15 i 25 15 i y ! 22 ! 7




COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/REE) RESPONSE TirSS
DISPLAY 3
question
! 1 | 2 ! *-/ 1 4 I u. 6
subject
1 ! IS | ii ! 10 7 11 9
2 \ 12 j 12
i












9 i 14 b 1 10 ! 20
e~ 10 i 6 11 i 4 13 9
6 12 7 ! £ 5 9 12
7 7 9 11 5 9 16
6 7 6 ! 9 4 6 9
9 7 12 11 a. 11 6
10 8 6 16 6 6 11
11 14 12 6 3 12 14
12 10 19 12 7 9 16
13 41(10) 65(7) 26(10) 6 11 127(11)
14 8 6 8 4 8 i 12
lb 6 7 y 13 10 11





6 8 5 9 7
ie 17 8 18 5 20 14
iy 11 6 12 4 10 ! ie
20 I 9 i 7 ! ii ! 4 ! 9 ! 48(14)
21 ! 7 ! 6 I 10 4 5 ! 9
! 7 ! 8 9 i 4 i 9 lb
23 ! 16 ! li ! 21 u, ! 15 ! 21
24 20
|




COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/REL) RESPONSE TI^ES
DISPLAY 4
question 1 ! 2 ! "Z 4 i 5 ! 5
su b ject








5 ! 5 i 8 4 li ! 15
4 7
! 15 8 7 23 J 14
5 18 12 7 13 10 e
6 8 e
!
u 14 u 15
7 6 7 6 5 9 10
8 e 4 7 6 6 16
9 7 8 8 6 9 12
10 6 7 t-. 5 8 31
11 6 7 & 4; 9 9
12 10 20 14 7 11 19
13 13 30 18 6 10 14
14 10 y 6 4 18 38
15 7 9 7 6 10 9
16 7 5 7 7 10 22
17 6 6 7 kj 7 12
18 8 8 8 ! 7 15 13
19 ! 7 16 8 1 4 1 13 14
20
I
6 i 7 i 12 i 5 ! 42(13) 23
21 6 5 7 A. 13 9
22
! 8 ! 9 ! 16 7 12 21
23 14 i 23 ! 35(12) ! 55(6) ! 14 ! 20
24 11 11
!




COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/REE) RESPONSE TI^ES
J
DISPLAY t
question ! 1 | 2 ! ? i 4 i c c
subject
I
1 ! 13 i 11 c 11 7 10
! 2 ! y ! 7 i 3 ! 12 R 6
! 3 ! 14 c 4 ! y I 7 ! 7
! 4 16 10 c; 10 15 y
! 5 ! 14 7 4 i 10 ! y ! y
! 6 24 13 i 4 10 6 y
7 24 7 p 15 10 10
8 38 11 4 7 Q 7
9 60(21) 8 ! 7 8 ! 5 g
! 10 ! 11 6 4 7 6 6
! 11 18 8 7 5 ie
12 12 8 U 8 17 14
13 42(13) 8 e, 7 9 10
i
14 15 5 4 7 7 11
15 12 6 4 8 8 8
! 16 44(13) y 8 8 18 10
i 17 13 6 4 6 7 12
18 11 6 • R 11 7 y
I

















22 | 26 ! y 4 5 8 7
23 1 ee(25) i 11 i p, ! 12 ! 36 14




EXPERIMENT 1 MEANS ANE VARIANCES
TABLE V-a
MEAN AND VARIANCE EY GRCUP
,
QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
MONOChROMATIC NTDS DISPLAY ft 1
SUBJECT TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTH
1 6.00 6.50 6.33
2 30.00 13.50 11.00
3 21. ea 14.50 y.6?
4 16.00 y.00 6.67
5 15.00 15.50 9.00
6 e.00 i0.ee i3.ee
GROUP MEAN = 16.33 11.63 y.61
GRCUP VARIANCE = 6y.67 y.17 5.0y
7 7.00 y.50 6.33
6 17.00 8.50 4.67
y 18.00 6.50 5.33
10 8.00 6.00 5.67
11 7.00 6.00 5.00
12 12.00 13.50 y.33
GRCUP MEAN = 11.50 8.33 6.06
GROUP VARIANCE 25.10 8.47 Z.y0
8.50 8.00

































GROUP MEAN = 6.75 7.28







GROUP MEAN = 10.58 6.72
GROUP VARIANCE = 31.34 8.91
IUESTION MEAN 13.12 9.38 7.y2






MEAN AND VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT












































GROUP MEAN = 7.00







GROUP MEAN = 15.17







GROUP MEAN = 6.00







GROUP MEAN s 6.63
GROUP VARIANCE = 6.y7
QUESTION MEAN = 6.75
QUESTION VARIANC E = 34.54








































MAN AND VARIANCE EY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
COLOR MTDS DISPLAY # 1







GROUP MEAN - 11 .50







GROUP MEAN = 11.67







GROUP MEAN s 10.00







GROUP MEAN = 9.67
GROUP VARIANCE = 23.07
QUESTION MEAN = 10 .71

























































w • w «*_,
7.33
4.33





























MEAN AND VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
COLOR FIGURATIVE (GRIIN/RID) DISPLAY # 1















GROUP MEAN = S .33 6.17 5.44















GROUP MEAN = *.33 6.75 6.83
GROUP VARIANCE = 7.87 4.28 10.79
QUESTION MEAN = 7.54 5.98 5.58
QUESTION VARIANCE = 5.65 3.71 3.56
DISPLAY MEAN = 6.37






































































































































































riAN AM VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
COLOR FIGURATIVE (FLUE/CRANGE ) DISPLAY # 2











































GROUP MEAN s= 10.17







GROUP MEAN = 9.67







GROUP MEAN = 6.58







GROUP MEAN = 7 .75
GROUP VARIANCE = 4.66
QUESTION MEAN = 6 ,S4







V IA N AN! VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATNEN'I
CCLOR MLS PISPLAY n 2




































2 10 .50 6.67
3 14.00 7.67
4 lb .20 8 .67
5 16 .50 6 .20
5 i5.ee n 77
GRCUP MEAN = 13 .25 7.y5
GROUP VARIANCE = y .46 0.91
7 13.50 y . z e




12 15 .50 11.00
GROUP MEAN = 13.83 10.56
GROUP VARIANCE = 3.37 e.2y
IS 20 .50 16 ^
14 17.50 14.ee
lb 14 .50 12 .67
16 14.50 U ITC7 • !_, <_
17 21.00 7.00
ie 16.50 6.00
GROUP MEAN = 17 .42 11 .22
GROUP VARIANCE rr 8.04 13.54
19 7 .00 6.57
20 6.00
21 y .50 7 .ee
22 12.00 7.22
23 11 .00 6.00
24 12.50 6.6^
GROUP MEAN = 10.17 7 .17
GRCUP VARIANCE = 5 .67 1 r;
QUEST][ON MEAN = 13.67 y .22
; U ES T ][ON VARIANC 12.73 7 .85
DISPI,AY MEAN 9.92




MEAN AND variance by group, question, DISPLAY, AM treatment
COLOR ilGURATIVE (GREEN/RED) DISPLAY » 2
SUEJECI TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTH
1 12 .52 10.00
2 5 .£0 9.67
1 ie .50 5.67
4 6 .00 y .00
— 15 .50 9.67
6 9.00 10.33
GROUP MEAN = 10 .17 9 .22
GROUP VARIANCE = 12.37 1.76
7 a .00 11.33
6 .00 6 .00
b 6 .00
169 £.50 O . ^0
11 y .00 6.67
12 12.50 12 .33
GROUP MEAN = 6.50 6.20
GROUP VARIANCE = 5 .£0 5.10
13 9.5
14 7 .52 7 TZ1 « w k^
10 10.50 y .33
le £ .50 £ .20
17 11.00 10.2 2
18 12 .00 -I U "< 'Z.
GROUP MEAN = b .63 10 .29
GROUP VARIANCE = ^.77 £ .92
lb y .00 11 .67
22 14.50 7 .00
21 5.50 £.57
2 2 e .00 £.33
23 12 .00 20 .67
24 12 .00 y . 2
GROUP MEAN - 10 .25 10 .89
GROUP VARIANCE - 10 .46 25.29
QUESTION MEAN = b .69 9 .52
;uist:[ON VA^IA?, CE = 7 .34 10 .23
EISFL.AY MEAN = 6 .22






5 . 2 2
4.67
1.07


























ZAN AND VARIANCE EI GECUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
UBJECT
MONOCHROMATIC NTES DISPLAY ff 3
TYPE ALLEGIANCE EOTH
1 47.20 18 .25
2 3y .00 29.00
3 y .00 2i.ee
4 iy .00 20.50
5 24 .00 35.00
6 17.00 15.75
GROUP MEAN = 25. 83 23.25
GROUP VARIANCE = 206.57 53.20
7 25 .00 16.25
6 10 .00 14.50
y 22 .00 17 .75
10 17.0 19 .25
n It .00 11 .25
12 50 .00 16 .00
GROUP MEAN = 23.17 15.83




ie 11 .00 21 .25
17 37.00 11.25
18 iy .00 14.25
GROUP MAN = 21.17 14 .88
GROUP VARIANCE = 77.77 16 .44
iy 17 .00 15.25
20 50 .00 15.75
21 11.00 16.7
22 10.00 17.75
23 40 .00 32.25
24 27 .00 26 .25
GROUP MEAN - 25.83 21 .21
GROUP VARIANCE - 26c .97 51 .81
3UEST1:0!\i MEAN ~ 24.00 18.79
:UESTI0 VARIAN r ~ — 167 .46 41 .02
DISPLAY > Z ^ r-. 19.64












































MIAN AND VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TRFATMI
UBJZCT
































GROUP MEAN = 9.6?
GROUP VARIANCE = 3 .47
QUESTION MEAN = 12.22
































































































COLOR NTDS DISPLAY ff 3
TYPE ALL EG I
19.00 13.25
23 .00 6 .75
18.00 10.75






15 .00 8 .00



































































GROUP MEAN = 16.33
GROUP VARIANCE = 37.87
QUESTION MEAN = 17.92















EAN ANT VARIANCE iY GROUP, QUESTION, UISPLiiY , ANT- TREATMEI -
COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/RED) DISPLAY # 3
SUBJECT TYPE ALLEGIANCE
1 11 .22 y .25
2 6 .00 8.20
3 ie.ee 8.00
4 10 .00 12 .00
k 13 .0(6 S .00
6 y .00 8.0
GEO LP MEAN = 10 .£-3 8 .87
GROUP VARIANCE = 1 1 . V 7 2.cy
7 y .00 10.25
£ 6.00 7 .20
b 11 .20 y .20
10 5.00 y .75
n 12.00 6 .75
12 y .20 13 .50
GROUP MEAN = 6.63 y .71
GROUP VARIANCE = 6 .17 4.6y
13 11.00 6.50
14 8 .00 8.25
It 10 .00 10.20
16 7.20 6 .50
17 y .00 6.50
18 20 .00 11 .25
GROUP ^EAN = 10 .63 6.63
GROUP VARIANCE =r 22.17 2.64
iy 10 .00 8 .50
22 y .00 y .20
21 5.00 7.25
£2 y .20 y .20
23 15.20 14.75
24 11.00 14.50
GROUP '' EAN = 10 .20 10 .52
GROUP VARIANCE = b .80 12 .63
•V O — fc^ 1 J
rXh MEAN = 12.13 y .48
;uzst][ON VARIAi\ICE = 11 .33 4 .y6
DISPLAY MEAN y .y4











































MEAN AND VARIANCE isY GRCUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, ANE TREATf
MONOCHROMATIC NTES DISPLAY # 4









4 •**> C m\0 & 3y .0G
t-
w jC • c c 7K t7
c 18.00
GROUP ME AN = c0 .17 2y .44
GFCUP VARI.ANCE = b2 .57 66. 0y
7 y.00 1*7 T 'Z
£ t .00 11.33
y 14.00 19 .00
12 11.00 15.00
n 10 .00 15 .00
12 13 .02 15.00
GRCUF ME AN = 10.83 15.28




16 15 .00 19.67
1? 10.00 1 C. TZ
IE 16.00 14.00
GROUP MEAN - 12 .67 19 .94
GROUP VARI,&.NCE - 6.27 45.71
iy y .00 17.00
20 20 .00 17.00
21 y.00 1 ^ ^^
22 11 .00 19 .67
23 15 .00 35.00
24 24.00 23.00
GROUP r*ZAN - 14.67 21 .17
GROUP VA HI.ANCE = 2c .67 53.15
QUZSTICN ft.E A N = 14.58 21.45
QUESTION VARI A:"! CL = 43 .£2 64 .£5
EISPLAY MEAN 15.77






































'LAN ANE VAEIANCE LY GEOUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY
,
AND TRIATKZNI
COLOE UGUEATIVE (BLUE/OEANGE; DISMAY * *
SUBJECT TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTE
1 12.00 10.67 7.50
2 9.00 10.00 c.e<;
2 8.00 7.33 7.5fc




y.otGEOUP MEAN = 12.00 10.06
GROUP VARIANCE = 12.40 2.e7 44.14
7 i8.ee e.ee 6,ee
e 16.00 12.33 10.50
9 12.00 17.00 6.2Z
10 37.ee is.67 i7.ee
11 13.00 y.00 7.20
12 31.00 21.00 10.50
GROUP MEAft = 21.50 14.ee y.50
GROUP VARIANCE = 103.50 £5.76 17.60
13 24.00 12.67 5.50
14 e.ee 6.67 7.50
15 7.00 y.67 6.50
16 9.00 6.33 6.50
17 7.00 S.57 4.50
18 8.00 11.33 6.50
GROUP MIAN = 10.50 9.56 6.17
GROUP VARIANCE =44.30 4.69 1 . 07
19 6.00 7.33 S.b0
20 14.00 7.67 6.00
21 7.ee 7.ee 4.5e
22 9.00 7.33 5.00
23 10.0k) 9.67 7.50
24 13.00 9.57 7.00
GROUP MEAN = 10.17 6.11 6.42
GROUP VARIANCE = 7.77 1.50 1.74
QUESTION r"EAN = 13.54 10.43 7.y2
QUESTION VARIANCE = 59.04 12.36 16.64
LIS PLAY MIAN = 10.62




PIAN AND URIANCZ BY GROUP, gUZSTICN, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
COLOR NTDS DISPLAY ff 4
SUEJIlCT TYPZ ALLZGI
1 15. eg 8.67
2 5.2*3 8.67
^o 17 .00 8.00
4 14 .00 G ^'<
p 13.00 y .67
5 22 .00 y .67
GROUP MEAN = 14 .50 8 .84
group VARIANCE = 27.50 .48
7 15.00 y .33
6 6 .00 7 .00
y 11 .00 15.67
10 14.00 8.67
11 16 .00 12.00
12 21 .00 20.00
GROUP MAN = 14.17 12.11
GROIP VARIANCE zz iy .77 24.12
13 23 .00 it; t*
14 11.00 y .33
It! 11 .00 10.33
15 14.00 lo . Cu
17 16.00 y.57
18 26 .00 11.00
GROUP MAN = 17.17 12.00
GROUP VARIANCE s 3y .77 11.64
lb 12.00 j • *^'j
20 12.00 cj • <^3
21 y .00 8 .00
22 10 .00 14.67
23 14.00 11 .67
24 15 .00 11.67
GROUP MAN = 12 .00 10.61
GROUP VARIANCE = 5 .23 6.48
QUEST]:cn MEAN = 14.46 10.89
CUESTI ON VARIANC Jil = 23 .56 11 .12
DISPLAY MAN 11.21











































PEAN ANE VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISFLAY, ANE TREATMENI
COLGR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/RED) DISPLAY * 4
SUBJECT TYPE ALLEGIANCE POIH
1 10.00 y .67
2 6 .00 10 .00
t
*-> 11.00 y.33
4 22 .00 y .67
u 10.00 10 .00
e 9.00 u t-%C7 • V^ l_<
GROUP iv IAN = 11 .50 y .67
GRCUP VARIANCE = 34.70 6 .0y
< y .00 7 t*
8 6 .00 y .67
y y .00 y .00
10 8.00 14.ee
11 y .00 6 .67
12 11 .00 14.22
GROUP MEAN = 6.5? 10. IV
GROUP VARIANCE = 2.67 10 .78
12 10 .0w 15 .00
14 18.00 ie.ee
It) 10 .00 7.67
16 10 .00 12.00
1? 7 .00 8.23
IE 16.00 y .67
GRCUP MEAN s 11 .67 11 .78
GROUP VARIANCE = 16.27 16.47
lb 12 .00 y .67
£0 12.00 14.33
21 13.00 7 tt
22 12.00 15.00
22 14 .00 1 K 17
24 13.00 17.67
GRCUP f EAN = 12.00 12 .12
GROUP VARIANCE = Z .40 15 .19
QUESTION MEAN = 11 .21 11.21
QUESTION VARIAN Ci = 14.36 11 .29
ZISPLAY !*EAN 10.26






































PEAN nNL VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND I
SUBJECT
monochromatic ntls display n
TYPE ALLEGIANCE
R E \ T v T N T



































A. I . wo 13.67
— 14.17 23 .67
IS .50 5 .






— 14 .64 5.77
15 .00 5 .00
15.00 8.00
12.00 7 .00








16 .50 6 .00
2c .50 22.00
16.50 46.0
= 16 .63 17 .00
= 44.77 £39 .£0
= 15.79 11.79
J\ — 24 .22 74.17
IIS? LAY MAN 1 "* ^f-1. '^ * <- -



























X c . Oo





1 4 . 5£
12.57




MAN AND VARIANCE BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
:CLG? FIGURATIVE (BLUE/ORANGE] DISPLAY ft
SUBJECT TYPE .iLLlGlAf.CZ EOTH
1 13 .00 6.00
2 14.50 4.22
"2 24. 52 5.00
4 14.50 5.00
t- 25 .00 4.00
5 11 .00 4.20
GROUP MEAN = 17 .06 4.57
GKCU? VARUNCI = 3c .94 2.67
7 32 .50 6.00
£ 21 .00 6.00
y 22 .50 6 .00
12 17.50 5.00
11 15 .00 6.00
Ik 45 .00 y .00
GROUP MEAN = 25 .25 6.57
GROUP VARIANCE = 121 .66 Z.^7
13 26 .20 4.00
14 y .50 3.00
lb 11 .30 5.00
16 6.00 3.00
17 6.50 4.00
18 y .50 4.00
GROUP MEAN = 12.17 4.67
GROUP VARIANCE = 47.37 3 . 07
lb/ 15.00 4.00





GROUP i i.AN = 13.30 4.17
GECUF VaRIANCE = 14.70 0.17
GUST][CM MEAN = 17.00 5.24
QUESTION VARIAfICE = 75 .02 2.30
DISPIAY f^EAN 10 .46





















































-BY GROUP, QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMEf I





























































GROUP MEAN = 22.17







GROUP MEA m.4 = 11 .52
GROUP VAR IANCE = 5 .12
quest:[ON !v EAN = 16.b2













































flkh ANE VARIANCE BY GROUP, CUESTICN, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT






































































































































MEAN AND VARIANCE 3Y QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
LISPLAY ft 1
TREATMENT TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTH
MONOCHROMATIC NILS
MEAN
V AH I AN C E



















7 . ^ u







MAN AND VARIANCE BY QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
DISPLAY ft 2
TREATMENT TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTH
MONOCHROMATIC NILS
MIAN = 16. t 4 14.51 7.46
VARIANCE = 36.54 24.27 11.91
COLOR i'lGURATlVE (SLUE/ORANGE)
MEAN = £.54 6.76 5.46
VARIANCE = 10.76 14.10 5.30
COLOR NTDS
MEAN = 13.67 9.22 6.68
VARIANCE = 12.73 7.63 4.61
COLOR FIGURATIVE (G-REEN/RED)
MEAN = y.6y 9.62 5.33




MAN AND VARIANCE BY QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
DISPLAY * Z
TREATMENT TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTH
MONOCHROMATIC NTDS
MAN = 'c^.ZTj 16.79 16.12
VARIANCE = 167.48 41. £2 25.51
CCLCP. FIGURATIVE (3LUE/0RANGE)
MEAN = 12.ee 11.99 13.21
VARIANCE = 33.6^ 17. £7 49.3b
CCLCR NTDS
MAN = 17.92 12.33 11.06
VARIANCE = 44.78 13.47 lf.7fa
CCLCR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/RED)
MAN = 12.12 9.48 10.21
variance = 11.33 4.96 14.52

TABLE VI -a
MEAN AND VARIANCE BY QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND TREATMENT
DISPLAY # 4
TREATMENT TYPE ALLEGIANCE BOTH
(
v ONCChRCr'ATiC NTBS
MAN = 14.58 21.46 11.27
VARIANCE = 43. £2 64.65 19.54
COLOR il&LRATIVE (BLUE/ORANGE)
MEAN = 13.54 12.43 7.y2
VARIANCE = by. 04 12.36' 16.54
COLOR NTD5
MEAN = 14.46 10.89 8.2?
VARIANCE = 23.56 11.12 4.70
COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/REE)
MEAN = 11.21 11.21 6.37
VARIANCE = 14.35 11.29 12.11

TABLE Vl-e
MEAN AND VARIANCE BY QUESTION, DISPLAY, AND IREATMZI -
DISPLAY n I
TREATMENT TYFI AIISGIANCE BOTH
hONCCHROMATIC N'TDS
MEAN = 15.79 11.79 12.57
YAH IAN CI = 24. 22 74.17 14.62
COLOR FIGURATIVE (BLUE/ORANGE)
MAN = 17.00 5.04 9.32







MEAN = 13.61 4.79 9.49




MEAN AND VARIANCE BY QUESTION AND TREATMENT






































MEAN AND VARIANCE £Y TREATMENT
TREATMENT MEAN VARIANCE
rCNCCHRCMATIC N'TDS

















hONC •CHISOMATIC NTLS I COLOR FIGURATI1 T E
i (GE EEN/PED)
TYPE ALI.EGIANCE TOTAL 1 TYPE All EGIANCE TOTAL
14 15 2^ i 15 16 32
! it lb 3*; ! 14 13 27
! ie 15 31 15 12 27
? 6 13 : 16 12 2c
14 12 £6 ! 10 12 22
! 12 11 23 1 13 It C c
14 14 £6 i 13 12 25
14 1c 30 , 18 16 34
1? 16 t t; i 16 12 28
13 10 ^3 i 14 14 28
13 11 24 1 12 10 22
: ie 16 36 i 13 13 2 c
MIAN=12.92 13.4c • rp -inC* 1 • O tJ , 14.17 13 .08 27.25












This program c a 1 c u
for n-1 decrees of
real array(4,5 ,24,





real sur , csquare ,f
integer ~cae,disp,





s rreans ana variances
!edoir,
.

























Calculate the group means and variances,
do 41 rTiode=l ,4
di sp = l ,5











i f ( s u b j
if (sub J
if (sub














do 4£ subj = l,6
























mede, disp, sub j,ques)
















isp , sue j ,ques /
LO

s econa=cx oar ( mod
csquare=csquare
4& continue
ever (mode , ai sp ,1
csquare=0.0
do 4y subj=7,l2
f irst=array ( rrcde
second= ex car ( iroa
csquare=csauare
4:9 continue
cvar l v ode ,disp ,2
csquare=0.0
do 52 sucj=13,lc
f irs t=array ( rcae
seccnd=cx car ( mod
csquare=csquare
52 continue
cvar (mode ,c isp ,3











dc tZ mcde = l ,4
do 53 lis p= 1,5
do 54 ques-1,3
sum=0 .0
ao 55 group* 1,4
sum = sup + csurr
55 continue




do 56 su b j = 1 ,24
f irs t= array ( mode












ao 5V mooe=l ,4
dc b£ disp=l ,5
sum = 0.0
e ,iisp,l ,ques )




+ (first - second )**2.Q
,uues )=csquare/5 .0
,disp, subj ,ques)
e,disp ,3 , q u e s
)








st - second )**2.Q
,ques)=csquare/5.0
estion means and variances
lmcde,disp, group, ques;
ues ) = sum
ques /=surr/c4.0
,disp, subj ,ques )
e,disp,cues)
+ (first - second ) **2 .0
ues ;=c square/23.
2










































































ques = l ,3
ar ray ( mode , d isp , s
u
d j , q u e s )
=ix oa r( moae ,aisp )












m + array! rrcde ,aisp
,




mcie } =sum/360 .0
e=^ .0
di sp = l ,5
SUDj = l ,24
ques=l ,3
















surr + qsurr ( mode , disp ,ques )
ue






































































t i r. u e
r (mode, que s )=csquare/llb.2
tinue
tinue
put t n e data.
c 63 di sp = l ,5
o 62 moae=l,4
rite(t ,105 )
r ite( 6 , 125}
riteic, 150
)
f ( rr o d s . e q .
f { m o d e . e a .
f (mode . eq
.
f(moae .eq.





ques ) , ques =1,3)
f(subj .eq. 24)go tc 100































te(6, 21 } (cvar(mcde,disp,2,ques) ,
to 64
te(5,20)(cxdar(n'cae,aisp,3,ques)








te(6,22) (qx tar (mode, disp, ques)
,
ques =1 ,3)
t e ( 6 , 23 ) ( qvar ( mod e , d i sp , ques ) , ques =1 , 3
)










76 rroae = l,4
i i' ( m cd e
i f (mode
i f ( m od e





2) write (6, 36)
3)write(6,37)
4, write 1, 6,38 )
104

wri te(6,2y) (qxDar (rroae,disp,ques)
,
ques=l ,3)









do by mcde=l ,4
ii(mode .eq. 1 )write(6,35)
i f( mode .eq. 2 }write(6 ,36
)
If (mode .eq. 3) write (6, 37)
if (rode .eq. 4 )wri t e (6 ,36 )
w r i t e ( 6 , 39 ) ( t x b a r ( m o a e , q u e s ) , que s = 1 , 3
)





w r i t e ( 6 , 27 )
do y7 mcde=l ,4
if(mode .eq. 1 ) wri te (c , 2£)mxbar( mode ) ,mvar (mocte )
if (mode .eq. 2 )wri ce(6 ,29 )mxbar( rrcde ) ,mvar(mode)
if (mode .eq. 3 jwr i oe [6 ,30 jmxbarl mode } ,mvar (mode)





105 format( 'l',//,lx, 'APPENDIX F',/)
125 formatdx, 'TABLE V',/)
126 formatdx, 'TABLE VI', /)
127 format (lx, 'TABLE VII', /)
128 format dx, 'TABLE VIII', /}
150 formatdx, 'MEAN AND VARIANCE BY GROUP, CUESTION,
DISPLAY, AND TREA
*TMENT',/)
2 formatdx, 'MONOCHROMATIC NTDS DISPLAY # ',12)
3 forma t(lx, 'COLOR FIGURATIVE (BLUE/CRAnGE ) DISPLAY* ', i2
)
4 formatllx, 'COLOR NTDS DISPLAY # ',i2)
5 formatdx, 'COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/RED) DISPLAY *',i2)
7 formatdx, 'SUBJECT ' ,t24 , 'TYPE ',t 38, 'ALLEG I ANCE ' , t56 ,
'BOTE',/)
8 forma t(4x, i2 , t22 , f 7 .2 , t3£ , f 7 .2 , t54 ,f 7 .2
)
£0 format (/,lx, 'GROUP MEAN =' , t22 ,f7 .2 , t38, f7 .2 , t54 ,f 7 .2
21 format (lx, 'GROUP VaRIANCE= ' t22 , f7 . 2t3b , f 7 .2 t54 , f 7 .2 , /
)
22 formatdx, 'QUESTION MEAN = ' t22 , f7 .2t38 , f7 .2 t54 , f7 .2 )
23 formatdx, 'QUESTION VAR = ' , t22 , f7 . 2 , t36 , f 7 .2 , t54 , f 7 . 2 )
24 formatdx, 'DISPLAY MEAN =',t22,f7.2)
25 formatdx, 'DISPLAY VARIANCE =',t22,f7.2)
26 format (///,lx, 'MEAN AND VARIANCE BY TREATMENT',//)
27 forma t(/,lx, 'TREATMENT ' , t40 , 'MEAN ',t50, 'VARIANCE',/)




































































TREATMENT 't33 'TYPE ' 143 'ALLEGIANCE 't56'B0TH
hONOChRChATIC NIBS')
COLOR FIGURATIVE ( ELUE/CRANGE J ' )
COLOR NTDS ')
COLOR FIGURATIVE (GREEN/REDD
EAN =' t t31,f7.2,t43,f7.2,t54,f7.2)
IANCE = ',t31,f7.2,t43,*'7.2,t54 f f7.2 f /)
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